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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. This comes upon the heels of two eclipses close to each other, Neptune going retrograde,
Venus transiting the Sun and a lot of other kind of busy activity in the ethers.
So now I want to talk about something that I talk about frequently in a more indirect manner,
usually reminding you to choose what you do want and to state positively like “I do want health
and “I do want wealth” and “I do want comfort” or “I do want grace and ease.” That sort of thing.
Rather than focusing on “I don’t want to be a pain” or “I don’t want to come up short on paying the
bills” and you know. Focus on the positive aspect of what you do want.

Now I want to go a little bit deeper into why. The mind is your creative tool and your emotional
responses catalyze what the mind is thinking. So if you just let the thoughts run rampant, you
usually get a series of disasters or challenges.
So disciplining the mind is very, very important and especially so in this time period. You’re going
to have Mercury moving into Cancer and Cancer can have a little bit of a cynical twist so if your
thoughts tend to go more toward that direction, or toward a negative or revengeful way of
thinking, then you’re going to have some backlash coming back at you.
Remember thoughts become things and all others in Creation are reflections of the Self. So what
you think upon another person, you’re also thinking upon yourself and thoughts will become things
very quickly in this time period.
Stop yourself immediately when you have a negative concept arise and toss it out. Just kind of
pluck it out of your consciousness and throw it into the Sun or throw it into the ethers to be
dissolved and then immediately correct yourself and maybe add some emotion with it. Like “I do
want Love”, “I feel Love”, “I enjoy Love”, “I am loving toward myself and toward others.” Just
counteract as quickly as you can until eventually the negative aspects no longer arise.
Alright. As always, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
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